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Filming theme: Popular Game 

 
This video should be taken with 4 JAs together, with one game. (Children and adults other than JAs 
can participate. They do not have to say their names or participate in the video introduction. 
However, please let them know that the video will be uploaded to the APCC for Education website.) 
 
■ What we would like you to do  
・Shooting a video 

- Please do not add any background music to your video. 
・Photos (group photo of 4 JAs; if game is thing then photo of it; photos of playing game etc) 

- Make sure there is enough light to click photo. Avoid dark environment/dark room. 
- Try to take photos in many patterns so that it will be easy for us to choose the best one.  
- Selected photos will be uploaded in website along with video. Please avoid copying photos from 

internet as there will be copyright issues.  
･ Script  

- Please write script of what was said during the video and submit it along with the video and photos. 

※ The following information will be posted on the website: video, photo, first name, age at the time 
of shooting, and country name. 

 
■Key Points for Shooting 
・Camera (smartphone) in landscape mode. DO NOT shoot video in 

vertical mode.  
・Shooting time is about 2 to 3 minutes. 
・You can split it up and shoot it separately.  
・Say your dialogue slowly and clearly. 
★Do not use the zoom function when taking close-ups, but approach 
the subject with the camera. 
 
 
Please watched the sample video before shooting your own video.  
URL: https://apcc-edu.com/material/japan-populargame1/  
 
  

https://apcc-edu.com/material/japan-populargame1/
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■Script 
Please include following phrases while shooting the video. （📷📷 indicates the angle of the camera） 

Please have a cheerful expression when shooting. 
 

📷📷 Upper part of the body 
Hello！My name is ________ (Each JA must say their nick name or the first name. DO NOT say your 

full name). 
Today we are going to play (Game Name). 
Before playing there are some game rules that must be followed. 
(One JA can explain the game rule. Please speak slowly and clearly) 

 
（After the explanation, Play the Game.） 

Thank you, Bye bye~ (Wave with a smile) 
 
 
 

For example: (This is just an example, you do not have to do the same game) 
This is the rules to play before "Daruma san ga koronda" game. 
"Daruma-san ga koronda!" is played with a group of people.  
One person who is “it”—the Daruma—stands at one end of the hallway while the other players 
start at the opposite end. The Daruma turns their back to the others and says, “Darumasan Ga 
Koronda!”. When the Daruma is speaking, the other players run towards him or her. As soon 
as the Daruma completes saying turns around abruptly to look at the others, who must freeze 
in place. If the Daruma sees someone moving, they point them out to be sent back to start. 
The game continues like this until someone reaches the finish line. Once the Daruma is tagged, 
everyone else runs back to the start and the person who is the Daruma switches. 


